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Supplementary Note 1: Origin of fragments inside a Prince Rupert’s drop. To assess the origin of the9

different fragments, we initiate the fragmentation of a Prince Rupert’s drop encased inside a gel. The gel prevents the10

fragments from exploding outwards, making it possible to determine the structure of the fragmented drop. Because11

fragmentation is driven by internal stresses, we believe that there will be no significant effect of the gel on the12

fragmentation process. Supplementary Fig. 1 shows colour-labeled fragment sizes of a part of the broken Prince13

Rupert’s drop. Fragments that belong to the left-hand side of the double exponential distribution, i.e. fragments of14

size < 300 µm (Fig. 1 (e)), seem to be spread evenly through the droplet. This indicates that these smaller fragments,15

also referred to as the remaining ’dust’, originate from a secondary fragmentation process. The arrangement of the16

fragments does have a certain structure, which resembles the shape of a pine cone (Supplementary Fig. 2 (a)). This17

structure is due to the fact that the fractures follow the direction of the stress.18
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Supplementary Figure 1. Origin of Prince Rupert’s drop fragment sizes. Colour-labelled fragments of a Prince Rupert’s

drop that has been broken inside a Carbopol matrix as determined by micro-computed tomography (micro-CT). Colours

indicate size ranges: < 300 µm (Green), 300− 600 µm (Yellow), 600− 900 µm (Orange), 900− 1200 µm (Grey) and > 1200 µm

(Blue). The Carbopol matrix keeps the fragments in place during fragmentation, making it possible to determine the origin of

certain fragment sizes. The smallest fragments (< 300 µm), that belong to a separate exponential regime (Fig. 1 (e)), seem to

have no specific origin, indicating that these fragments are due to some secondary fragmentation process.
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Supplementary Note 2: Fracture speed. In the fragmentation of tempered glass plates, cracks accelerate19

until they become unstable and branch. After the crack branches, the crack speed has slowed down and starts to20

accelerates until it splits again. Supplementary Fig. 2 (a) shows an image sequence of the fragmentation of a tempered21

glass plate filmed with a high-speed camera, with 20 µs between frames. By looking at the distance travelled by the22

crack front we find that the average crack speed is around a third of the sound velocity in the glass (∼1500 m s−1),23

in accordance with what has been found in other studies1,2. By looking at more detailed high speed camera images24

(Supplementary Fig. 2 (b)) at a higher frame rate (3.8 µs between frames), we observe a clear acceleration of a crack25

between points x1, x2 and x3. Between x1 and x2 the average velocity is about ∼1100 m s−1 and between x2 and x326

the average velocity is ∼2000 m s−1, almost twice as much. An even higher frame rate would allow measuring the27

whole acceleration profile between branch points; however this is beyond our technical capabilities.28

Supplementary Figure 2. Crack propagation. a) Image sequence of the fragmentation of a tempered glass plate with 20 µs

between frames. The speed of the crack front, i.e. the average crack speed is about 1500 m s−1, roughly a third of the sound

velocity in the glass, the same value as was found in a previous study3. b) Zoomed image sequence of the crack propagation

of a tempered glass plate with 3.8 µs between frames. A clear acceleration of the crack after branching can be seen where the

distance |x2 − x1| is almost twice as large as |x3 − x2|. This demonstrates the typical acceleration of the cracks before they

become unstable and branch.

Supplementary Note 3: Finite-element simulations. In4 finite-element simulations of dynamic fragmentation29

of tempered glass were conducted. Tempered glass panels are subjected to high eigenstresses that induce a state of30
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compression along the surfaces and a state of tension in the inner part. Whenever a crack reaches the tensile region,31

it rapidly propagates and branches in all directions driven by the eigenstress (see Fig. 3 (b) in the main text). These32

mechanisms induce dynamic fragmentation and a distribution of fragment sizes (see for instance Fig. 15 in4).33

Here, we perform the numerical results that were obtained through massively parallel simulations using the high-34

performance open-source software Akantu5. The simulations were launched on 192 cores on the EPFL Intel Xeon35

based computer cluster Deneb. The parallelism is based on a domain decomposition approach, in which the mesh36

is split into partitions, and each partition is transferred to a single processor. The synchronization is achieved with37

point-to-point communications along the partitions’ borders of neighboring partitions.38

The three-dimensional quadratic finite-element tetrahedral meshes with average element size of 0.3 mm, contained39

up to 20 Million degrees of freedom, with in-plane dimension 60 mm × 60 mm or 80 mm × 80 mm. The tempered40

glass plates thickness was varied between 3 mm to 8 mm. A parabolic profile of residual stresses was assumed41

throughout the thickness with a central tension varying depending on test cases between 35 MPa and 60 MPa6–8.42

Upon introduction of a 5 mm long notch on a side, explicit dynamics simulations reproduced the rapid crack growth43

and branching from this initial notch. The crack growth dynamics were captured using dynamically inserted cohesive44

elements. In this approach, the cohesive tractions gradually diminish in proportion to the crack opening according to45

a cohesive law. We have set the critical opening stress, upon which cohesive damage initiates, to a value of 70 MPa.46

A review of the basic principles of fracture mechanics and the cohesive approach to fracture can be found in9. The47

cohesive law parameters driving the crack dynamics were chosen to represent a brittle glass material and neglected48

rate dependency. The fracture energy was taken equal to 7.6 J m−2.49

Naturally, the distribution of fragment sizes depends on plate dimensions and central tension and varies from case50

to case. For all cases, we have computed the average fragment size and normalized the corresponding fragment size51

distribution by this average fragment size. The Supplementary Fig. 3 (a) shows the ensemble average of all normalized52

fragment size distribution and agrees well with the experimental fragment sizes.53

Supplementary Note 4: A comparison of Prince Rupert’s drops data. Comparing our fragment size data54

of the Prince Rupert’s drop to the earlier ones by Silverman et al.10, we observe their data is substantially more noisy,55

but the results are in fact comparable (Supplementary Fig. 3). The noise in the data of Silverman et al. makes that56

they cannot clearly discriminate between a power law and an exponential behavior of the distribution. Moreover, as in57

the experiments of Silverman et al. several (50) drops of different sizes are mixed and measured, the sharp transition58

we observe between the two exponential regimes for a single is obscured, as this transition will depend on the initial59
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drop size.60
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Supplementary Figure 3. Power law versus exponential fitting. Data of Silverman et al. compared with our fragment size

data of the Prince Rupert drop10, error bars indicate one SD. The data is comparable, though the data of Silverman et al. is

too noisy for a clear discrimination between a power law and an exponential. Both an exponential and power law are fitted to

the right hand side of the crossover, using a least square procedure. The fit parameters are d = 0.28 mm for the exponential

and k = 2.4 for the exponent of the power law. Note the fit value of the exponential is slightly different from the fit in Fig. 1

(d), which is d = 0.31 mm, as this fit does not include the second exponential regime. Though it is quite clear from the graph

that this part is better fitted with an exponential function than a power law, this can also be seen by applying the Akaike

information criterion (AIC). To do so we calculate the maximum likelihood estimators (MLE), which yield d = 0.28 mm for

the exponential and k = 2.7 for the power law. The maximum likelihoods then give that the exponential is far more probable

to minimize the information loss and is therefore is the preferred model. Besides providing a better fit, the fit parameter in the

exponential case can be derived from theory, which is not the case for the power law. Source data are provided as a Source

Data file.
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